General people of Bangladesh are not yet ready to take the gender diverse population as an inseparable part of this society. But the sign of hope that youth of Bangladesh are more explicit to avouch gender diverse populace as a rightful burgther of this society.

Targeting this youth, Bandhu has decided to give fellowships to 5 Students from Department of Media Studies and Journalism of University of Liberal Arts Bangladesh under USAID’s HRID project. These students will produce a short Documentary on gender diversity rights issue which will be screened in different places to create an auspicious milieu for gender diverse population in society. Dean Prof. Jude W.R. Genilo, Program Director Mr. Fosiul Ahsan, Asst. manager Mr. Moshiur Rahman, Sr. Officer Mr. Nabakumar Dutta, Program Officer Dr. Tareq Alam was present there to give brief idea about working nature of Bandhu Social Welfare Society and tried to discuss elaborately about the documentary that students will make. Representative from USAID Ms. Muntaka Jabeen was also present to enlighten the students about this fellowship program. In her speech she told about their position on establishing equal human rights for gender diverse populace.

In the question answer segment students cleared up themselves about some queries and promised to work with full of enthusiasm and deliver the documentary on the give time frame. At last Dean Prof. Jude W.R. Genilo closed the session by thanking Bandhu for giving such lofty opportunity to his students and premises all his support to make this fellowship more successful.